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1. They’re bad ………….. mathematics.
A) at
B) on

NORMAL/ SPECIALIZED/ BILINGUAL
TEACHER:________________________
LESSONS PER A WEEK: ___________

C) in

D) for

2. There aren’t …….. oranges in the fridge, but there are …….. pears.
A) much…a lot of B) a lot of… much C) much…many
D) many…a lot of
3. Our daughter is younger ………… .
A) then their
B) than theirs

C) then theirs

D) than their

4. I have a new ……… .
A) pair of shoe
B) pair of shoes

C) shoe

D) pairs of shoes

5. Be careful! You ……… out of the window.
A) fall
B) is falling
C) are going to fall

D) fallen

6. Peter …… in his bed when mum ……. home.
A) was laying….. came to
B) was lying ….. came
C) was lieing …...came
D) was laying…. came
7. Kate always takes ……… her shoes before she goes into the sitting-room.
A) down
B) of
C) off
D) up
8. Go …… King Street and …... left at the third corner.
A) in …turn to
B) straight … to
C) away …along

D) along …turn

9. Pupils can only see ………… of orange juice.
A) a few bottles B) much bottles
C) a little bottles

D) a few bottle

10. You ……. a test before you can get a driving licence.
A) have to pass B) had to passed
C) having pass

D) have to

11. Couldn’t you go a little faster? I’m ……… a hurry.
A) at
B) on
C) of

D) in

12. While she …….. some new shoes, she …….. her purse.
A) was buying/ lose B) was buying/ lost C) is buying/ lose
13. It’s a nice day. ….. we go for a walk?
A) Shall
B) Are

C) Do

14. How ………the robbery ……… yesterday evening?
A) do….happen B) did …… happen C) did….happened
15. Mark doesn’t mind ……. .
A) swimming or ride a bike
C) swimming and ride a bike

D) is buying/ lost

D) Shall are
D) has …… happen

B) swimming or riding a bike
D) swim and ride a bike
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16. I ….. ride a bike when I was 4 years old, but now I ….. .
A) couldn’t …can B) could …could
C) can’t…can

D) can …can’t

17. She’s going ……….. her brother’s daughter tonight.
A) look after
B) looking after
C) to look after

D) to looking after

18. ‘What was the disco like yesterday?’ ‘It was great. Why ….. you there?’
A) aren’t
B) wasn’t
C) weren’t
D) didn’t
19. You …….. wear this dress. It doesn’t suit you.
A) should
B) don’t
C) have to

D) shouldn’t

20. It is the most wonderful building …….. the world.
A) on
B) from
C) of

D) in

21. It’s raining. We don’t think ……….. .
A) we’ll go out B) won’t go out
C) we go out

D) we don’t go out

22. How long …… she …….. on holiday?
A) has … go
B) has … been
C) have … gone

D) has …..went

23. My parents …….. agree with me.
A) doesn’t
B) haven’t

D) have

C) don’t

24. We need to buy some food. There’s ………. in the cupboard.
A) something
B) nothing
C) anything
D) everything
25. Lucy usually goes home ……. foot.
A) in
B) by

C) on

D) the

….../ 25

26. Write the letters in the correct places.
A) skiing
G) by

B) caught
H) photos

C) visited
I) close

D) having
J) lunch

E) place
K) rented

F) tent
L) all

It’s great here. Our 10) … is really big and other children are
friendly. We’re 11) … to sea. Yesterday I 12) … a fish and we
cooked it for dinner!
See you soon, Josh
1)
7)

2)
8)

3)
9)

4)
10)
2

5)
11)

….../ 12
6)
12)
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27. Read the descriptions (1-8) and find the words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

you live in space on this
you can see these in the sky at night
we can’t live without this gas
the group of people who work together on a spaceship
this person travels in space
the Mars is one
the Moon’s path around the Earth
a special journey in a spaceship

S _ _ _ _ s_ _ _ _ _ _
S____
O_____
C___
A________
P_____
O____
M______
….../ 8

28. School jokes. Write the letters into the correct boxes.
Teacher (T) Pupil (P)
1. T: Really! I know children who are three years old and can solve this problem.
2. P: What’s the difference between a boring teacher and a boring book?
3. P: How can I improve my guitar playing?
4. T: Mary, you know you can’t sleep in my class.
5. T: Mark, are you copying David’s answers?
6. T: Can anybody tell me which days begin with the letter “ T “ ?
A) T: Leave it in its case.
B) P: Today and tomorrow.
C) P: No, Miss, I’m just checking to see if his answers are correct.
D) P: Well, that’s the trouble – I’m thirteen.
E) P: You can shut the book up.
F) P: You’re right, but maybe if you were a little quieter I could.

(A-F)

…..../ 6

29. Write the answers to the correct places.
1. Hi, Stephanie. How’s it going?

2. Why? What’s wrong?
3. How did it go?
4. Sounds good, so what went wrong?

5. Not so good.

6. Well, some people don’t like surprise
parties.

A) Well, I opened the door, she walked into my
livingroom and we all shouted ’Surprise!’
Two seconds later, Monica was out the door and
she hasn’t spoken to me since.
B) I’ts my fault, really. I just tought everyone likes
parties.
C) I’ve been better.
D) Everyone went home, I stuck the cake in the
fridge and I tried to call her about ten times but
she didn’t pick up.
E) It was a disaster… I had organised everything
so well. I had invited some of her friends from her
old school, everyone was there on time, the cake
was lovely, it was perfect.
F) Last night I organised a surprise party for
Monica, you know the new girl in my French class.
…..../ 6

1.

2.

3.

4.
3

5.

6.
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30. Read the article and choose the word that best fits each space.
The computer is one of the most important 1) ….. of the 20th century. Some
people 2) ….. that they cannot live without them while others are not very
fond 3) ….. them.
Using a computer has many advantages. First of all, computers help users
organise and save 4) ….. . Thanks to developments in technology, computers
can process information 5) ….. than the human brain can. This way users can
save a lot of time. Secondly, users can 6) ….. songs, films and games on their computers and enjoy them
whenever they want. Those who have access to the internet, can download information and also keep in
touch with family and friends through emails or even 7) ….. online.
Unfortunately, there are some disadvantages as well. Sitting in front of a computer screen for hours can
cause health problems. Lastly, the internet are at risk. They can get viruses that can destroy all the
programs or 8) ….. information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1.

A) highlights
A) thinks
A) on
A) software
A) as fast
A) install
A) discuss
A) shut
2.

B) inventions
B) thinking
B) with
B) data
B) fast
B) store
B) chat
B) keep
3.

C) facilities
C) think
C) of
C) viruses
C) the faster
C) attach
C) mention
C) delete

4.

5.

D) programs
D) are thinking
D) about
D) sites
D) a lot faster
D) paste
D) explain
D) lost
6.

7.

…..../ 8
8.

31. Look at the underlined words in the article and write them next to their meanings.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

copy a file into a computer
coordinate parts of something
dangerous action
knowledge of a fact
a plan of activities
…..../ 5

TOTAL: ….….... / 70
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